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   Artists and photographers are leading the cultural sector response to the pandemic.


Covid-19 patient with the ICU team at Hairmyres Hospital in East Kilbride, 

BBC photographer,  Christopher Bobyn  (4/05/2020)

(“It’s also about saving lives”.  A proposal for a new arts       
and cultural strategy, that is more critically orientated,  

socially responsive, and crisis-capable) 

Littoral Arts Trust  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(lft) Different values at work?  Covid-19 patient with the ICU team at Hairmyres Hospital in East Kilbride, BBC photographer  
Christopher Bobyn. (rt.) World Economic Forum and WTO predicts £2 trillion+ loss to the world economy by the end of 2020;

A zoonose pandemic that will result in ‘..the worst economic slump in centuries’. 
It is imperative that we in the arts and cultural sector now try to understand and begin to 
address creative, imaginative and practical solutions in response to the major economic, 
public health, cultural, environmental and social impacts of Covid-19 pandemic in Britain. 

‘The worst economic slump in centuries’ Based on the early indicators, and based on the 
experience in other countries that were hit somewhat earlier than the UK, it seems thatwe 
are experiencing an economic contraction that is faster and deeper than anything we have 
seen in the past century, or possibly several centuries.     

                 Jan Vlieghe, member of the Bank of England’s interest-rate setting committee 23/04/202

Covid-19  ‘..is the most serious public health crisis since Spanish Flu in 1919  
This is now widely regarded as the most serious public health threat and virulent influenza 
pandemic in a century, which health experts say could possibly end up being worse than 
the major 1918/19 Spanish Flu pandemic.  Zoonosis is an infectious disease caused by a 
pathogen that has ‘jumped’ the species barrier from non-human animals to humans: e.g. 
SARS, Avian Flu, Rabies, AIDS, Ebola, E.coli, Plague, Swine Flu, ..and now Covid-19. 


Saving from Waste - a strategic arts and creative industries response to Covid-19 
What the arts sector could perhaps now do - by way of an immediate response - would be  
to take up some of the key recommendations from the ‘Creative Rural Industries Manual’ 
report, Nov. 2016, (revised March 2019) p.70,  <http://www.ruralculture.org.uk/report/> For: 


‘..a national pandemics and cultural strategy.. [that] just might be able to head off, or, at a 
worse case scenario, help to ameliorate some of the worst of the social, animal welfare, 
environmental and economic costs of the next major Zoonose pandemic. ..if a well resourced 
and better targeted culture and pandemics and creative industries sector response could be 
directed [now]; ..then ‘the saving from waste’ factor calculated at 1% of a predicted £ multi-
billion pound loss to the economy would work out at ...?   

The report offers these and other ideas for consideration by the Arts Council and DCMS, 
and the wider arts community, as the basis of an effective strategic critical arts and cultural 
sector response to the current Covid-19 pandemic.  Which, in the longer term, might also 
aid the professional arts and cultural sector’s contribution to the government’s, soon-to-
be-announced, national Covid-19 recovery programmes, and pandemics preparedness 
strategies. Including a blueprint for a future new ten year Arts Council cultural strategy, that 
might be much more critically adept, socially aware, and pandemics ‘crisis-capable’.
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Executive summary 

A cultural and creative industries sector response to the Covid-19 pandemic 
Following the disastrous impact of the BSE/vCJD (Mad Cow) and the FMD (Foot and Mouth 
2001) zoonose epidemics British agriculture, the rural economy, and the major costs that these 
also accrued to the taxpayer (c. £11 billion), the Littoral Arts Trust, supported by Arts Council 
England, DCMS and DEFRA  undertook a five year (2001- 06) R&D project for the development 1

of a new type of arts and cultural strategy, that might be more effective in supporting future 
Government pandemics preparedness and related economic and social recovery programmes.


Between 2010-16 we published a number of reports  <http://www.ruralculture.org.uk/key-
reports/> detailing practical proposals for a combined new rural cultural and creative economy 
strategy that might achieve this.  These are summarised in the ‘New Creative Rural Economies’ 
Report (March 2019) <http://www.ruralculture.org.uk/report/>, which also outline proposals for a 
dual arts and culture - creative industries - sector response to future zoonose pandemics.  


Section I  An arts and cultural strategy better able to cope with future zoonose pandemics 
Explains some of the history and background to the current Culture and Pandemics project.  
Which initially came about through our desire to develop a coherent arts and cultural sector 
strategy in response to what was then termed as the ‘crisis in agriculture’.  It also describes 
how, by 2006, we began to realise that the main challenge was the need to develop a longer 
term critical cultural strategy that could better support future government zoonose pandemics 
preparedness, and related culture-led social and economic recovery programmes.


Section II   Why are pandemics a cultural problem  ..and, what will we do if it happens again?   
However the bigger question that sits above all of this, is that we also need to try and 
understand why the vital issue of pandemics preparedness seems continually to be ignored, or 
overlooked?  This may have to do with an, as yet, unacknowledged ‘self-amnesia’ or cultural 
problem which constrains pandemics preparedness programmes. Our sense is that a solution to 
this ‘cultural problem’ might be addressed via the coordination of a strategic arts and culture 
sector response to the current pandemic. Which could also become a blueprint for a new Arts 
Council cultural strategy that is much more critically adept, socially aware, and ‘crisis-capable’.


Section III   Framing a critical arts and cultural sector response to the Covid-19 pandemic 
By adapting the strategic arts investment framework, first developed for the FMD epidemic in 
2001, and re-deploying this as the basis of a new ‘road map’, or critical axis, for a five year 
(2020-25) Covid-19 cultural strategy, it might possibly: (i) provide a more critically focused and 
socially effective arts sector responses to the pandemic, in the immediate term; (ii) also build 
support for the Government’s post-pandemic economic and social recovery programmes;  

(iii) and contribute to the development of a future national pandemics preparedness strategy.

Section IV  Counting the deadly cost - how should the arts and cultural sector now respond? 
The Arts Council have recently announced a £160 million arts lottery fund to support arts 
institutions and artists survive the duration of the outbreak.  But curator Hans-Ulrich Obrist says 
that a national arts support programme, similar to the US 1930s era WPA arts projects, is now 
required. The pandemic also presents the cultural sector with some major moral, ethical and 
intellectual challenges that it cannot afford to ignore. The professional arts sector is already 
responding, but it could do much more to help.  How it might do this is explained in the report.

The report’s main recommendation is that the Arts Council and DCMS should allocate £3 
million (less than .5% p.a.) of the recent £160 million Covid-19 arts emergency fund), to 
support the coordination over two years of a major experimental programme of new ‘crisis 
capable’ arts and cultural pandemics documentation work, and related creative industries 
initiatives. Including other critical arts and cultural interventions addressing practical and 
creative solutions that might help to mitigate of some of the predicted longer term negative 
social, public health, environmental, cultural and economic impacts of the pandemic. 

 Arts Council England, DCMS and DEFRA were members of the RCSWG - rural cultural strategy working group, set up 1

by Arts Minister Ed Vaizey and Rural Minister Richard Benyon in 2011, to take forward the creative rural economy work.
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Section I  Need for a cultural strategy better able to cope with future pandemics.

UK Agriculture Minister John Gummer feeding his daughter a hamburger at the height of the BSE/vCJD crisis, 
1994;  (rt) Constructing a cultural response to BSE; French Cité des Sciences Museum ‘Vache Folle’ Mad Cow 
Disease exhibition and conference; a colloquium for ‘citizens, health sector workers and scientists’, Paris 2001. 

Zoonoses and burgers?   How it all began with BSE/vCJD, and John Gummer’s hamburger 
Our work with the Culture and Pandemics project began in the late ‘90s and early 2000s as 
an arts-led response to the public health, environmental and economic implications of GMOs, 
the BSE/vCJD crisis, and later, with the major 2001 FMD Foot and Mouth zoonose epidemic. 
Most of this work was funded by the Arts Council under the Arts Lottery Fund programme.


However it was the photograph of the then UK Government Agriculture Minister John 
Gummer feeding his daughter a hamburger at the height of the BSE/vCJD crisis in the early 
1990s, mainly to try and reassure the public that it was safe  to go on eating British beef, that 2

first shocked us and prompted us to look more closely at what was going on in agriculture 
and the agri-food industry.  What we discovered there, was that the ‘crisis’ in agriculture was 
in fact an understatement.  It also alerted us to the fact that we could no longer really trust our 
Government to tell us the truth about such things (BSE/vCJD, FMD, and contamination of the 
food chain) and that, in essence, our UK agriculture policy was literally then also killing us.  


Understanding the crisis in agriculture as a crisis of culture. 

Out of this later came the Art and Agriculture investigative work in the early 2000s, which we 
summarised as; ‘The Crisis in Agriculture as a Crisis of Culture’. This was also proposed as a 
challenge to the hitherto, almost exclusively, metro-centric discourses then driving ACE arts 
and cultural funding policy (Holden, 2012).  What happened next, and how we arrived at the 
cultural strategy for agricultural change and the Culture and Pandemics project, is recorded in 
the reports that we produced between 2002 - 2012. <www.ruralculture.org.uk>


FMD made us think about developing a strategic cultural response to future pandemics 
However the speed, severity and sheer scale of the economic disaster (£8 billion lost to the 
economy) of the FMD epidemic in 2001 was quite unprecedented.  For rural communities in 
England and farming families everywhere it was also a rather traumatic and devastating 
experience. As we tried to show with the ‘Cultural Documents of FMD’ project (2001 - 2006).


Art and the Policy Sphere;  improvising into situations of chaos and political complexity 
In responding to the 2001 FMD epidemic we had thought initially that supporting artists, 
writers, filmmakers and photographers, etc., would be enough; i.e. that it was mainly to be a 
conventional socio-cultural documentary methodology.  But after attending various farmer, 
local authority, and veterinary community emergency meetings, and later at the various post-
FMD public inquiries in Devon and Cumbria, it became clear to us that it was also very much 
a political issue.  Consequently, we began thinking about how to construct longer term, and 
more ‘crisis capable’ critical art and cultural investigation (interventions) into aspects of public 
health, veterinary science, agriculture, food safety, and pandemics preparedness policies.  

Which is why we later renamed the project ‘Culture and Pandemics’, and are proposing ‘Art 
and the Policy Sphere’ as a new artistic sub-genre and art world classification for this work.


  A close call?  Later in 2007 a close friend of John Gummer’s was sadly to die of vCJD.2
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Political support: the Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group; and EDM 252 

  


“We will support the Rural Cultural Strategy proposals.”  Then shadow DCMS Arts Minister Ed Vaizey, Rural 
Cultural Strategy APPG, attended by rural leaders, ACE, DCMS, DEFRA, House of Commons, March 2011. The 
Creative rural economy/rural cultural strategy proposals were later endorsed in Parliament; EDM 252  (17/06/2013)


With the support of MPs in Parliament we later established a Whitehall post-FMD rural 
cultural strategy working group, (RCSWG) which was supported by the Arts Council and then 
Coalition Government Ministers, Richard Benyon (DEFRA), and Ed Vaizey (DCMS).  The Arts 
Council, DCMS and DEFRA also encouraged us to flesh out the basics of this work as a 
combined arts development and creative industries strategy. This later resulted in the 
publication of the Rural Cultural Strategy Independent Study Report by Professor John 
Holden, March 2012, which endorsed these proposals in full.  The report’s recommendations 
were also endorsed in Parliament via a cross-party Early Day Motion (EDM 252 17th June 
2013) . <https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/45746/rural-cultural-strategy>
3

 


(left) Artist Stefano Cagol, VogelGrippe project 2006/12, (Right)  Blast Theory, artists in residence at the WHO

Artists and museums develop innovative strategies in response to zoonose pandemics 
A number of pioneering curatorial and museum exhibitions have also guided our thinking in 
terms of formulating an R&D methodology for a Culture and Pandemics project.They include   
the Cité des Science ‘Vache Folle/BSE’ conference/exhibition project in Paris in 2001 - a 
citizen and experts’ symposium on the social, economic and public health impact of BSE/
Mad Cow Disease in France.  <http://www.cite-sciences.fr/archives/francais/ala_cite/affiche/
vache_folle/rtf/VFSynthese.pdf>  And, later on, the Wellcome Trust’s imaginative Contagious 
Cities project. <https://wellcome.ac.uk/what-we-do/our-work/contagious-cities> 

  


Other excellent artistic, digital media, and curatorial methodologies have been developed by 
artists which also address new critical responses to issues in agriculture, in healthcare 
settings, and in response to zoonose pandemics. These include the SARS art project by the 
PARA-SITE gallery in Hong Kong <https://www.para-site.art/publications/a-journal-of-the-
plague-year/>, and the Vogelgrippe (Avian Flu) mobile van project by artist Stefano Cagol at 
the Berlin Biennale March 2006. <https://www.e-flux.com/announcements/41468/stefano-
cagol-bird-flu-vogelgrippe/>  BLAST Theory Brighton, in collaboration with the Wellcome 
Trust, recently took on a pioneering artist-in-residency research project with the WHO global 
epidemiology tracking centre in Geneva.  More recently with Covid-19, BBC photographer 
Christopher Bobyn produced a moving documentary about the vital work of the ICU team at 
Hairmyres NHS Hospital in East Kilbride. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
scotland-52486923. Chinese artist Ai Wei Wei, has also begun work on a major film and about 
the pandemic’s origin's and its political impact in China.  <https://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2020/mar/08/china-ill-not-only-coronavirus-communist-party-control>. 


 [we need] a strategic approach to diversifying rural culture ..would have positive benefits economically in terms of 3

attracting ..jobs and services; and calls on the Government to make the implementation.. a reality as soon as possible.
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Section II   Global Pandemics - could it ever happen again? 
 

   


  


	     	        
                                             “..we can expect a major global influenza pandemic within the next five years”

   Sally Davies, Government Chief Medical Officer; ‘Influenza 2018 - 1918 Pandemic’ conference, Crick Institute, 24/06/2018


Health expert Sally Davies predicted future major global influenza pandemic, within 5 years 

At the Crick Institute’s ‘Influenza 2018 - Centenary of the 1918 Pandemic’, the Government’s 
Chief Medical Officer Sally Davies in her opening address ‘Then and Now’, 24/06/2018 stated 
that a major influenza pandemic was to be expected “..within the next five years”, and that we 
urgently needed to be prepared. This was a very powerful and shocking revelation, and it 
gave us the incentive to re-double our efforts with the culture and pandemics project work.

It was at this point we began exploring the possibility of developing a more ‘crisis capable’ 
cultural strategy, that might also contribute in practical ways to future government pandemics 
preparedness programmes.  Including creative strategies aimed at addressing some of the 
serious economic, social, and environmental disruptions that such pandemics also bring.


                                

      

      “.. the whole of Cumbria felt like an inferno..” ".. it smelled like a MacDonald’s that was continually on fire..”    
 	           (Comments recorded from local communities in Cumbria affected by the 2001 FMD outbreak


A failure of governance?   And then.. we have the burning (and burying) of the bodies. 
This is what happens when ‘governance’  and ‘preparedness’ measures fail and things get 4

out of control during epidemics.  We end up burning the (evidence) bodies. The above photo 
is of one of the many 100s of funeral pyres created to burn FMD infected livestock throughout 
Cumbria, March - June 2001. And.. £8 billion in tax payers’ money literally went up in smoke.   

  “A failure of governance”.  Was a comment made by the then Chief Constable for Cumbria at one of the post-FMD 4

epidemic public inquires, which were held in Cumbria and Devon towards the end of 2001. 
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Why were all the warnings from WHO, MPs APPG, and scientific experts ignored?    
The above is a rhetorical question that has motivated our various reports and Arts Lottery 
funding bids  to the Arts Council, seeking support for this work (2011 - 2020), and the 5

‘Framing a Cultural Response to Pandemics’ arts policy discussion paper, 28 October 2016.  
Which we circulated to senior policy officials at the Arts Council, DCMS, DEFRA, NESTA, CIF, 
Wellcome Trust, etc., for further comment. Although there has not as yet been a formal 
response to the latter, the answer to the headline question is, very sadly, in the affirmative.  

However the big question that sits above all of this, and the motivation for our Culture and 
Pandemics work, is the need to try and understand why the vital issue of pandemics 
preparedness seems to keep on being ignored, or overlooked?  For example, the suppression 
of the Cygnus report (Oct. 2016), confirming that the UK could not cope with a major flu 
pandemic.   Our sense is that this might also have something to do with the existence of an, 6

as yet, unacknowledged and recurring, ’self-amnesia’ cultural problem about pandemics, at 
work within some of our institutional, governance, health sector, and cultural policy agencies. 


‘Saving from Waste’: opening preparedness policy to lived experience - a cultural strategy 
..a strategic cultural and critical framework capable of anticipating and better managing 
future Zoonose Pandemics remains an important international cultural task and social 
responsibility (i.e. The Culture and Pandemics project).  (Littoral Report  Oct. 2016)


	 ‘Self-isolation’ is evidently not a new thing;  why were the crucial lessons of Ebola ignored? 
	 In the report we also cite the findings of the Government’s Select Committee of inquiry into the 

response to the Ebola epidemic, published in January 2016.  Which, once again, highlighted 
concerns about; ‘systematic delays’, a sense of ‘wilful’ amnesia (an example of policy self-
isolation?), and an overall lack of urgency about the need for vital preparedness measures.  The 
MPs Select Committee report; ‘After Ebola; Planning beyond Emergencies’ further stated:


	 The Ebola epidemic exposed the UK's lack of readiness for an infectious disease emergency, 
the Science and Technology Committee has warned in its report (January, 2016). The 
Government must ensure that it is better prepared to mobilise scientific expertise and 
manufacture a vaccine in future. 

The UK House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee (and the PHG Foundation) 
published a report in early 2016 on Science in Emergencies: UK Lessons from Ebola. They found 
that the UK response – like the international response - was undermined by systemic delay. which 
could impair the UK’s ability to respond to future emergencies at home and abroad. 

The committee Chair, Nicola Blackwood MP commented that "a combination of hard work and pure 
chance prevented Ebola spreading further than it did."    Among the shortcomings it exposed were: 


• Delays in escalating Public Health England’s disease surveillance data

• Delays in organising research, and bringing new diagnostics and vaccines into play 

• Poor coordination of the scientific response 


It also concluded that ..  The extent of goodwill among volunteers and how, in the absence of 
established mechanisms, ad hoc approaches emerged to fill the gaps to eventually bring the Ebola 
outbreak under control, is both heartening and alarming to learn. Prevention is always better than 
cure. Whilst a strategy for augmenting Public Health England’s capacity during disease emergency 
situations (as recommended by the Select Committee) is reasonable, it is vital to not overlook the 
importance of ongoing public health activity once the ‘storm’ of the emergency is over. In the 
context of health protection this means building coordinated systems for surveillance to achieve 
earlier detection of emerging infectious diseases, and investing in coordinated programmes of 
research to enable the development of vaccines, diagnostic tests and other preventive measures.


  Seven Arts Lottery bids in total were submitted (2011 - 2020) to support this work, were all rejected by the Arts Council5

 Qureshi <www.54000doctors.org>. Findings of the Exercise Sygnus report withheld; “..[its conclusion] that the UK 6

could not cope with a flu pandemic.. were deemed too terrifying to be made public.”..  Guardian 25/04/2020
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Section III  Proposing a cultural sector response to Covid-19 pandemic 
We scientists said lock down. But UK politicians refused to listen.  [there is a need] for 
scrutiny so that lessons can be learned to guide our response. We need to avoid further 
mistakes, and ensure that the government is hearing, and acting on, the best advice. 

Professor Helen Ward, Professor of Public Health, Imperial College London. 15/04/2020

What we are basically suggesting is that elements of the strategic arts and culture 
programme, first developed for the Arts Council, for the post-FMD rural social and economic 
recovery programmes in 2001, could easily be adapted and re-deployed as the basis of a new 
‘road map’, or critical axis, for a five year (2020 - 25) cultural strategy. Which would; (i) 
support the Government’s future pandemics preparedness strategy, and (ii) greatly aid its post 
Covid-19 social and economic recovery programmes. Enabling the wider professional arts, 
digital media, creative industries, and cultural sectors to: (1) more fully mobilise themselves 
and coordinate their creative responses to the current pandemic; (2) and also make a 
potentially major contribution to the Government’s post Covid-19 economic and social 
recovery programmes, and the future pandemics preparedness initiatives that will follow.


The pandemic ..is already changing the way we experience and represent the world, and these 
changes are set to resonate in the field of art. This crisis may pave the way for a new era.             
      Alice Audouin - Art, Ecology and Sustainability, Newsletter  No.17,  31/03/2020


‘Nothing will ever be the same again';  the ‘New Normal’ ..an era of recurrent pandemics? 
This also means that we will have to radically re-think and reorganise our current institutional 
arts and cultural funding policy priorities, and related critical arts, curatorial, and creative 
industries practices. It is also likely that a deep seated fear of future pandemics; i.e. ‘the terror 
viruses’ will dominate mainstream economic, public health, and cultural policy discourses for 
some time to come.  Pandemics preparedness and public health policy could also become 
important new loci around which future arts and cultural policy discourses are framed.  And 
so crises; e.g. the climate emergency and pandemics are now part of the ‘new normal’. Which 
is why we need a more ‘crisis-ready’, or ‘crisis capable’, arts and cultural response strategy.


In this context, we should perhaps also consider Covid-19 as a ‘message’, or critical ’feed 
back’ from nature, or mother earth.. call it what you will.  And, as we stated in the conclusion 
to the The New Creative Rural Economies report, page 73, March 2019:


‘..this could well be the last opportunity that we in the professional arts sector will have to effect the 
establishment of a national arts and cultural strategy capable of addressing creative and imaginative 
solutions to some of the most serious challenges now confronting our civilisation: the predicted 
collapse of the global ecosystem, increasing famine, pandemics and flooding. Alongside a decline in 
human fertility and, ultimately, our capacity as a species to reproduce ourselves.’ 

Calls for a public inquiry;  a perceived lack of preparedness and a failure of governance?   
Some 12 months on we have to ask what have we actually achieved?  And all this despite the 
compelling warnings from the WHO, leading academics, e.g. Prof. Neil Ferguson , the 7

Government’s former Health Officer, Sally Davies, and the Ebola Parliamentary Select 
committee report.  Instead we are still scrabbling around and invoking the “Britain can take it” 
rhetoric, borrowed from the Battle of Britain and 1940s wartime cinema. Meanwhile the media 
and press are increasingly referencing failures in our system of governance  (e.g. ongoing 8

shortages of essential equipment, ventilators and PPE for doctors and frontline health 
workers), due to a lack of Government preparedness, and are now calling for a public inquiry.


'Absolutely wrong': how UK's coronavirus test strategy unravelled. Ministers shrugged off warnings 
a lack of tests could cost lives, until they were forced to change tack.  If there was a moment when 
the UK turned its back on the traditional public health approach to fighting an epidemic, this was it. 

                       Sarah Boseley Health editor Guardian on-line, 2/04/2020  

   ‘Coronavirus pandemic could have caused 40 million deaths if left unchecked’. Imperial College, March 26th 2020   7

<https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/196496/coronavirus-pandemic-could-have-caused-40/>

 Laura Kuenssberg BBC News,  interview with Alok Sharma, Government BEIS Minister, Tuesday 1st April 20208
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Opening pandemics preparedness (and arts and cultural) policy to ‘lived experience’. 
However, Covid-19, may yet present us with a unique opportunity to ‘re-learn’ preparedness; 
that is by learning ‘with’ the pandemic as it unfolds, and by opening up pandemics 
preparedness policy and cultural policy - in tandem, to the full lived experience of the event.  
This is basically what the Culture and Pandemics project is now proposing; a deployment of 
the full critical and imaginative resources of the arts, digital media, cultural and Creative 
Industries sectors, to engage with and document the pandemic’s progress, and the unfolding 
of its longer term impacts on our culture, economy and society over the next five years.


What would a Culture and Pandemics/creative industries R&D project look like in practice? 
Working backwards, as it were, what we are outlining under are some of the milestones, or 
strategic/critical loci, for what a possible five year (2020 - 2025) ‘learning with’ Covid-19 
Culture and Pandemics and CI R&D programme might look like in practice:


1. June 2025 - Conference II - Rethinking public health, economy, social and cultural 
reconstruction policies in the new era of recurring Viral Pandemics.  Post Covid-19 
international symposium, perhaps it could be held at the Welcome Trust (?) London. 

2. Post 2022  - Pandemics recovery and preparedness policy fora - series of fora  to 9

establish a national arts and cultural strategy that would enhance and support the 
government’s future pandemics preparedness and economic recovery programmes.


3. 24/26 June 2022 - Conference I  - First International Culture and Pandemics 
conference  and exhibition, Francis Crick Institute London - exploring new cultural 10

interfaces with public health, epidemiology and pandemics preparedness policy;


4. July 2021- June 2022, third phase of the Covid-19 documentation programmes, 
involving artists, academics, philosophers, NHS/WHO officials, sociologists, etc;


5. 23/24 June 2021 - Pandemics and the Creative Industries, a dual urban and rural 
Creative Industries strategy in support of future Government pandemics preparedness 
and post Covid-19 economic recovery programmes. Proposed as a collaboration with 
the Creative Industries Federation, NESTA, AHRC/UKRI, Creative Industries Council/
DCMS, Arts Council England and the Wellcome Trust - to be held at Tate Britain (tbc);


6. Nov. 2020 - June 2021 - second phase of the Covid-19 cultural documentation,   
proposals for the establishment of a Culture and Pandemics APPG working group;


7. Wed, 28th Oct. 2020 - first national Arts and Cultural sector Culture and Pandemics 
networking summit, perhaps at Toynbee Hall Conference centre, London (tbc). 
Opportunity for art practitioners, curators, academics, etc., to meet with colleagues in 
the NHS, virologists, and other health care/pandemics response sector to agree what 
might constitute an effect cultural sector response to the pandemic, and after;


8. April - Oct. 2020 - monitoring and classification of the first phase of Covid-19 
cultural documentation projects. Working with colleagues in the national arts, media 
and cultural sector to coordinate and support a coherent and credible programme of 
arts and cultural documentation projects  in response to the current pandemic. 	 
11

 These would seek to involve and widen participation and input from a wide range of other agencies, individuals and 9

projects; public health, epidemiologists, academics, NHS, Government policy, media, artists, media, CI community 
voluntary sector/CVS, and other arts and cultural sector representatives, (Museums, British Council, AHRC, NESTA, etc.)

 We first discussed this idea with the organisers of the Crick Institute/ICIRV/WHO ‘Influenza 2018 - centenary of 1918 10

pandemic’ conference  <https://isirv.org/site/images/conferences/Crick_centenary/FINAL%20PROGRAMME%20130618.pdf>

 A major programme of self-initiated arts and cultural sector documentation work is already underway internationally.  11

What might shortly be needed is a central documentation support, networking, monitoring, and coordination project.
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Covid-19 also presents the arts and cultural sector with major ethical and intellectual 
challenges; opening up new spheres of critical and aesthetic practice and research; 
including the generation of important new arts and cultural projects in their own right. 


Saving from Waste’ - a new Creative Industries pandemics response investment strategy 
The now cancelled June 2020, ‘Arts and Rural Innovation - the New Creative Rural 
Economies’ Tate Britain conference, and our key reports <http://www.ruralculture.org.uk/key-
reports/>, all describe in some detail how the arts sector and the creative industries (the 
‘Saving From Waste’ strategy ) could respond to future pandemics. The reports also present 12

compelling evidence of how the creative industries sectors (urban and rural), with some 
relatively modest Arts Lottery funding investment, could make an important contribution to 
the Government’s post Covid-19 economic recovery programmes.  For example, the creative 
rural industries alone could be contributing c. £4 billion p.a. to the creative economy by 2025.  

What is now needed to get things started is support for up to two years initially, to begin to 
establish the basic structure and organisational template for the Culture and Pandemics and 
CI R&D programme:  (1) as a coherent and credible arts and cultural sector response to the 
current Covid-19 pandemic; (2) and as an open support platform and network vehicle that 
other organisations, agencies, artists, academics, etc., can access and find support at. (3) By 
June 2022, hopefully, would also have in place a basic core programme for a proposed major 
international/UK Culture and Pandemic conference. That could also focus on implementing 
new creative industries and related arts development contributions in support of the 
Government’s post Covid-19 pandemic preparedness and economic recovery programmes.


 “..a radical new set of cultural strategies; i.e. a ‘saving from waste’ [creative industries]cultural 
strategy are now needed that could be deployed more quickly and effectively when dealing with 
major public health and environmental crises in rural areas; e.g.’Art and Pandemics projects could 
be developed as a response to future zoonose pandemics..”  The Future is Rural’ report, November 2017


The Covid-19 pandemic also presents some major ethical and intellectual challenges that the 
wider professional arts and cultural sector cannot afford to ignore. This will further require the 
rapid improvisation of an experimental sphere of new critical art, curatorial and creative 
industries practices, and a more radical and socially attuned arts and cultural funding policy 
discourse.  Supported over time by the Arts Council, the proposed arts and cultural - and CI 
pandemics interventions could well also result in the creation of major body of new art works 
in their own right.  Including the emergence of other new aesthetic genres and major arts and 
cultural projects (e.g. opera, film, theatre, visual arts, poetry , novels, photography, 13

architecture , etc.) that might, in the longer term, turn out to be of international importance.
14

We have many historical and cultural precedents for this: Boccaccio’s The Decameron 
written after the Black Death bubonic plague of 1348;  MoMA and the Library of Congress 
collection of FSA - Farm Security Agency/WPA photography documentation projects from 
the 1930s crisis (Dorothea Lange and Walker Evans, etc.) <https://www.loc.gov/rr/program/ 
journey/fsa.html>;  Albert Camus' ‘The Plague’ 1947 , and much earlier on Daniel Defoe’s 15

extraordinary ‘Journal of the Plague Year’, a literary ‘reconstruction’ project of the plague in 
London 1664-65.  Which scientists and epidemiologists today still regard as a valuable 
cultural and historical reference to public responses to the progress of a global pandemic. 

   “However it would be unthinkable that the public funded and private sector institutions set up to 

promote creativity, new art, and the creative industries, etc., might wish to ignore, or even suppress, 
the disruptive innovation, creative risk taking, and entrepreneurial spirit that are characteristic of 
these new post-agricultural (pandemic-response) creative enterprises.” 

      Ian Hunter, New Creative Rural Economies report, March 2019


 The concept of ‘Saving from Waste’ is from ‘Economics and Aristotle's Division of the Sciences’, D.G. Boland 199712

 Poetry leads the arts community response to the Covid-19 pandemic; Simon Armitage, Poet Laureate,  21/03/202013

 “Emergency architecture in a pandemic.. a new kind of elemental architecture”. Oliver Wainwright, Guardian 8/04/202014

 “It’s literally flying off the shelves..”  Albert Camus’ The Plague leads surge of pestilence fiction, Guardian, 28/03/202015
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Section IV    Counting the deadly cost  - the art world responds 

           

  

Hans Ulrich Obrist International curator Director Serpentine Gallery, calls for a national Covid-19 WPA-style art project

ArtMonthly - ‘Apocalypse Now. The deadly cost of this delay is yet to be counted.’ 
In a recent editorial, ArtMonthly stated.. “While Dominic Cummings insisted government held 
a steady course towards the cliff edge before performing a last-minute ‘switcheroo’, 
concerned citizens could see disaster looming and took action into their own hands (in the art 
world this meant pre-emptively cancelling events and closing galleries), but the deadly cost of 
this delay is yet to be counted.”    	 	 	 	 	 	 	  	 	 


 International arts leaders call for a WPA-style public art project in response to Covid-19 
International curator Hans-Ulrich Obrist (Guardian 30/03/2020) has also proposed an 
ambitious national arts investment programme similar to Roosevelt’s Public Works of Art 
Project in the 1930s.  Which would not only support artists and cultural institutions during the 
coronavirus outbreak, but would also generate new employment opportunities and other 
novel creative and intellectual challenges for artists to respond to.  Similar in scale to multi-
million dollar Public Works of Art Project (PWAP), which also greatly benefited the public, 
communities and businesses in America and helped them to survive the great depression.


“With the WPA, [artists] went out into the community: ..got salaries and were able to research and 
create new work during the New Deal era. It gave many ..their first real jobs and commissions”.          
   Hans Ulrich Obrist International curator/artistic Director Serpentine Gallery 

Need for a more critical and socially aligned arts sector response to Covid-19 pandemic  
Meanwhile the Arts Council have announced a £160 million ‘Financial Support fund for artists, 
creative practitioners..’, mainly to help museums, galleries and the professional arts survive 
the pandemic. With £50 million for non-NPOs and £20 million for individual artists. However, 
the report also makes the case for support for some more critically orientated and socially 
aware arts sector responses to the Covid-19 pandemic. It also shares the growing concerns 
expressed within the professional arts community about the shortcomings of ‘Let’s Create’ 
the Arts Council’s proposed new ten year cultural strategy.  About which, it is also being 
said, ..simply “won’t cut it” .  Nor will it, in our present dire situation, and given the global 16

nature of the pandemic and its predicted major social, cultural and economic disruptions.


Blueprint for a more socially responsive and ‘crisis-capable’ Arts Council cultural strategy 
In this context, the Culture and Pandemics project is also being proposed as a complement 
to ‘ACE in Hole’ report, for wider debate as a possible blueprint for a new ten year Arts 
Council cultural strategy.  One that might, for example, provide a more ‘crises capable’, 
fiscally public responsible, and socially adept alternative to ‘Let’s Create’.  The latter, when set 
alongside the deepening global crises now confronting us; the ongoing climate emergency, a 
predicted severe world-wide economic recession, and the major public health and social 
disruption with post-Covid-19, is now beginning to look rather self-serving, and redundant.

.


 

 

 ‘ACE in a Hole’- an alternative culture strategy for England’ report, January 2020 - ’ThreeJohnsandShelagh’ collective, 16

and.. the ‘Three reasons why ACE’s new (10 year cultural) strategy won’t cut it’ article, Arts Professional, 23/01/2020
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 ‘A major Arts Council success story’ - Culture and Pandemics R&D project, 2001- 06 

“Culture is the instrumentalisation of memory for the common good”    

                                �               �
(right) Five years on from the 2001 epidemic the Cultural Documents of FMD exhibition and conference, Manchester 

Town Hall, March 2006.   The project was supported by Pauline Tambling (second left) then Head of Arts Policy Arts 
Council England Head Office and funded (over 5 years) with c.£250,000 in Arts Lottery] funding awards.

Arts Council England has supported imaginative arts sector responses to past pandemics 
Yet Arts Council England have helped to pioneer some very successful arts and cultural 
sector strategic response methodologies to zoonose pandemics . Which, with some 17

relatively modest Arts Lottery funding investment, could be up-dated and re-deployed as a 
practical and effective ‘crisis capable’ arts sector response to the current Covid-19 pandemic. 

The Cultural Documents of FMD project was initially developed by the Littoral Arts Trust as a 
response to the 2001 FMD (foot and mouth) epidemic, and later developed as a national arts 
and cultural response to the post-FMD rural crisis, mainly at the invitation of the Arts 
Council’s then Head of Arts policy Pauline Tambling.  The project was later take over and 
generously funded by the ACE’s NW region office in Manchester, as the basis of a possible 
future cultural and pandemics response strategy, principally supported by then acting ACE 
NW Director Aileen McEvoy and the ACE NW senior Relationship manager Anthony Preston.


 Left: ’Dark Days’ FMD photography documentation project, John Darwell, 2001; centre poster for the 2006 ‘Cultural 
Documents' conference; rt. “We wish that we had done more to support you..”  Anthony Preston and Aileen McEvoy, 
Senior Arts Council England officials at the opening of the ‘Cultural Documents’ exhibition, Manchester, March 2006.

‘[How] extraordinarily important it was that an arts organisation took a “political” stance in the face of 
the [2001 FMD] crisis in farming – the loss of traditions, the ways of working, and the ensuing changes 
in the cultural landscape’. Littoral Art’s effort was not only ‘brave, but also hugely admirable’,  

    Aileen McEvoy, Acting Director, Arts Council England NW 

This work culminated with a major international ‘Cultural Documents of FMD’ exhibition and 
conference at Manchester Town Hall in March 2006, attended by artists, scientists, veterinary 
professionals, epidemiologists, farmers, community leaders, politicians and the Arts Council, 
etc.  It was also recommended at the end of the conference that the ‘Cultural Documents’ 
project be continued and developed as the basis of a possible future national arts and cultural 
sector strategic response to future zoonose pandemics preparedness programmes.

         https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/46502268/the-cultural-documents-of-foot-and-mouth-littoral

 Zoonoses are serious viral diseases that ‘jump’ the species barrier between animals and humans; e.g. Ebola, AIDS, 17

SARS, ZIKA, Avian Flu, Covid-19, etc.
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 Now is the time for courageous decisions;  ‘in the end ..it’s about saving lives.’ 
        

             

               	             		             (left) burying Covid-19 victims New York, 9th April 2020,   (rt.) burying Plague victims, London 1664 

          The G7, the World Bank, and the IMF have called for ‘courageous decisions’, committing $12      
billion and $50 billion respectively to address the economic and fiscal impact of COVID-19. 
 

Now is not the time to make cautious investments: now is the time for courageous decisions. It is 
estimated that COVID-19 could cost the global economy at least $1 trillion in lost output. The world 
hasn’t seen a public health threat like this since the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic, which killed tens of 
millions.          (spokesperson World Economic Forum, 19/03/2020) 

What would greatly help now is for some equally courageous thinking and generosity on the 
part of ACE and DCMS.  Similar in scope perhaps to what they  had also very successfully 18

supported and funded during the 2001-06 FMD epidemic.  But, this time, supporting an 
experimental programme of more socially sensitive, creative economy agile, and critically 
orientated arts and cultural - and creative industries - sector responses to the Covid-19 
pandemic.  A more coherent and strategically directed critical arts and cultural sector 
engagement with the Covid-19 pandemic, partnered with the Arts Council and DCMS, would 
enable them to play a much greater role in responding to the major economic, social and 
environmental challenges and recovery programmes that will follow on after the pandemic.


A .5% Arts Lottery fund for a more ‘crisis-capable’ culture and pandemics art project  
In this context the report proposes that the Arts Council and DCMS should consider 
allocating £3 million (over two years) that would be earmarked for a Culture and Pandemics 
art project, which would enable the professional arts and cultural sector to develop a more 
effective, practical and critical public arts engagement response to the current Covid-19 
pandemic. Such a fund would equate to roughly .5% (p.a.) of the recently announced £160 
million Covid-19 arts emergency fund).  If this were made available it would also allow the Arts 
Council to coordinate and sustain a more effective and measurable major contribution in 
support of the government’s vital post-pandemic economic and social recovery programmes. 


The report’s main recommendation is that the Arts Council and DCMS should allocate £3 
million (less than .5% p.a.) of the recent £160 million Covid-19 arts emergency fund), to 
support the coordination over two years of a major experimental programme of new ‘crisis 
capable’ arts and cultural pandemics documentation work, and related creative industries 
initiatives. Including other critical arts and cultural interventions addressing practical and 
creative solutions that might help to mitigate of some of the predicted longer term negative 
social, public health, environmental, cultural and economic impacts of the pandemic. 

Dr. Ian Hunter.  11/05/2020 

 “what you are doing is very important.. we will support you.” Dame Sue Street, Permanent Secretary DCMS, 200618
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